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Abstract 
Consider a monotone system with independent alternating renewal pro-
cesses as component processes, and assume the component uptimes are 
exponentially distributed. In this paper we study the asymptotic proper-
ties of the distribution of the rth downtime of the system, as the failure 
rates of the components converge to zero. We show that this distribution 
converges, and the limiting function has a simple form. Thus we have 
established an easy computable approximation formula for the downtime 
distribution of the system for highly available systems. We also show that 
the steady state downtime distribution, i.e. the downtime distribution of 
a system failure occurring after an infinite run-in period, converges to the 
same limiting function as the failure rates converge to zero. 
1 Introduction 
We consider a binary, monotone system comprising n independent components. 
If a component fails, it is repaired, and the process repeats. Thus the component 
processes generate independent alternating renewal processes. The uptime and 
downtime distribution of component i is denoted Fi and Gi, respectively. 
A number of performance measures of such a system can be defined. Here 
we restrict attention to the distribution of the downtime of the system. This 
distribution can be related to 
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• total downtime of the system in an interval [0, t] (distribution of the interval 
availability) 
• downtime associated with a system failure occurring at time t (downtime 
distribution at time t, denoted H(·, t)) 
• downtime of a system failure occurring after an infinite run-in period (asymp-
totic or steady state downtime distribution, denoted H*(·)), 
• downtime associated with a specified system failure (the distribution of the 
downtime of the rth system failure, denoted Hr(·)). 
These measures are all informative performance measures, and have therefore 
been given much attention in the literature, see the review paper by Smith et. 
al. [13] which includes approximately 100 references. See also [2, 3, 7, 9, 15]. 
For a parallel system it is well-known (see e.g. [2, 10]) that the steady state 
downtime distribution H* is given by 
(1) 
where Gi = 1- Gi, f.Li equals the mean of Gi, and 
denotes the steady state probability that component i causes a system failure. 
Note that in this case the steady state distribution is a function of the G/s 
only. For a general system, however, the distribution H* will depend also on the 
component uptime distributions Fi. No explicit expression for the steady state 
downtime distribution in the general case is known to the authors. 
In this.paper we study the asymptotic properties of H*(y) in the case that 
the component uptime distributions Fi are exponential. We show that H*(y) 
converges to a function 1 - p(y) which has a form similar to (1), as the failure 
rates converges to zero. Thus we have established an easy computable approxim-
ation formula for the steady state downtime distribution of the system for highly 
available systems. Next we show that 1- p(y) is also the limit of the downtime 
distribution of the rth system failure as the failure rates converge to zero (the 
G/s are fixed). This result is proved in [3, 8] for a parallel system of two identical 
components and r = 1 only. 
Under the assumption that the uptimes are much larger than the repair times, 
it can be heuristically argued that the total downtime in [0, t], denoted Y(t), is 
approximately a Compound Poisson process, CP(t), noting that we can write 
N(t) 
Y(t) ~ L Yi ~ CP(t), (2) 
i=l 
where N(t) represents the number of system failures in [0, t] and Yi represents the 
downtime of the ith system failure. In [3] the approximation (2) is made precise 
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as a limiting result. One of the assumptions made to ensure that this result holds 
is that H 1(y) converges to a limit as (Fi, Gi) varies. Our results in the present 
paper give some sufficient conditions for when this limit is equal to 1- p(y). 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the model. 
Section 3 presents the main results, and Section 4 includes all proofs . 
. 
2 Model 
Let cp(t) be a binary variable representing the state ofthe system at timet, t 2:: 0. 
We assume that cp is a binary monotone system comprising n components, i.e. we 
can write cp(t) = ~(X(t)), where X(t) = (X1(t), X 2 (t), ... , Xn(t)) is the vector of 
component states and ~(X) = ~(X1 , X2 , ... , Xn) is a non-decreasing function in 
each argument, which equals 1 if all components are in the functioning state 1, 
and 0 if all components are in the failure state 0. We assume that all components 
are functioning at time t = 0, i.e. Xi(O) = 1 for i = 1, 2, ... , n. The reliability 
function of ~(X) is denoted h(p), where p = (p1,p2 , ... ,Pn) and Pi= P(Xi = 1). 
We have h(p) = E~(X) = P(~(X) = 1), where the Xis are binary, independent 
random variables. The reliability function when it is given that Xi = xi, is 
denoted h(xi,p), i.e. h(xi,P) = E(~(X)IXi =xi)· 
A cut set of~ is defined as a set of components which by failing causes the 
system to fail. A cut set is minimal if it cannot be reduced without loosing its 
status as a cut set. 
We denote the minimal cut sets of~ by K 1, K 2 , ... , Kko· 
Refer to [1, 4] for further details on monotone systems. 
If a component fails, it is repaired or replaced. Let Tim, m = 1, 2, ... , represent 
the length of the mth operation period of component i, and let ~m, m = 1, 2, ... , 
represent the length of the mth repair time for component i, see Figure 1. For 
i = 1, ... , n we assume that (Tim), m = 1, 2, ... and (Rim), m = 1, 2, ... are inde-
pendent i.i.d. sequences of positive random variables. 
1 1------------., 
0 ~--------~--~--------------~--~------- t 
Figure 1: Time evolution of a failure and repair process for component i 
. starting at time t = 0 in the operating state. 
According to the definitions made in Section 1, the probability distributions of Tim 
and ~m are denoted Fi(t) and Gi(t), respectively. We assume that these distri-
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butions have finite means. And we write f.Li for the mean of Rim, i.e. f.Li = ERim· 
We shall restrict attention to the situation that the Fi's are exponential, and we 
denote the failure rate of component i by ,\i· 
We denote by A(t) the availability of component i at time t, i.e. Ai(t) = 
P(Xi(t) = 1), and by A the steady state availability of component i, i.e. 
(3) 
The sequence 
forms an alternating renewal process. The forward recurrence time f3i(t) equals 
the time from t to the next failure of component i if it is up at time t, and the 
time to complete the repair if it is down at time t. We denote the conditional 
distribution of f3i(t) given Xi(t) = 0 by Gf3;(t)(u), i.e. Gf3;(t)(u) = P(f3i(t) ::; 
u!Xi(t) = 0). It is well-known that the asymptotic (steady state) distribution of 
Gf3;(t) is given by 
l . G ( ) _ JtGi(x) dx lm {3;(t) u - ' 
t-.oo J-li 
(4) 
cf. e.g. [6]. We denote the steady state distribution Gi-
Let N(t) denote the number offailures in [0, t] and let D.N(t) = N(t)- N(t-), 
where N(t-) = limhlO N(t- h). 
It is well-known that EN(t) = J~ ..\(s)ds, where ..\(t) is the average occurrence 
rate at time t given by 
n 
..\(t) = l:[h(1i, A(t))- h(Oi, A(t))]..\iAi(t), (5) 
i=l 
cf. e.g. [1]. Here A(t) denotes the vector of component availabilities at time t. 
Furthermore we have, 
lim ..\(t) = t h(1i, A)- h(Oi, A). 
t-+oo . (1/..\ ·) + II· t=l t t"t (6) 
We refer to this limit as the system failure rate and denote it Aq,. 
We need also the following definitions: 
Definition 1 We say that the repair time distribution Gi has the N BU (New 
Better than Used) property if 
for all t, u > 0. 
Definition 2 We denote by A the set of pairs (A, i), where A is not a cut set, 
whereas AU { i} is a cut set for ¢. 
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The collection A represents the different ways the system can fail, i.e. the type of 
system failure. A is the set of components that are down just before failure time, 
while i is the component whose failure causes system failure. The set A U { i} is 
often referred to as a fatal set, with component i being critical [11]. 
Now define H(·, t) as the downtime distribution at timet, i.e. 
H(y, t) = P(Y ~ YIL).N(t) = 1), 
where Y is a random variable representing the downtime (we omit the dependency 
on t). The asymptotic (steady state) downtime distribution is given by 
H*(y) = lim H(y, t). 
t_.oo 
It follows from the arguments in the appendix that this limit exists. Furthermore, 
let Hr(Y) denote the distribution of the downtime of the rth system failure. 
We define the indicator function I ( ·) to be equal to 1 if the argument is true, 
and 0 otherwise. In the following we write b in place of 1 - b for any quantity 
b taking values in [0, 1], and B for a vector (B1 , B2 , ... , Bn)· For a subset A of 
{1, 2, ... , n }, we write A for the complement of A, i.e. A= {1, 2, ... , n}- A. 
3 Main results 
Assume now that for each j = 1, 2, ... a probability measure Pj is defined on 
the process X(t) by uptime distributions Fij(t) = 1- e->.;it and fixed downtime 
distributions Gi(t). We equip all quantities introduced in Section 2 with an extra 
index j whenever relevant. Let PAij(t) denote the probability that a system failure 
occurring at timet is of type (A, i), and let PAij denote the limit as t --+ oo. Then 
(7) 
This follows by a standard argument noting that the asymptotic (steady state) 
probability that a system failure of type (A, i) occurs in a small interval of length 
h equals 
II Akj II Akj Aij h, 
kEA kEA 
where Akj is the asymptotic (steady state) availability of component i given by 
(3). 
The asymptotic analysis is based on the condition that Aij --+ 0 as j --+ oo. 
In order to obtain an asymptotic distribution, we make the assumption that 
whenever (A, i), (A', i') E A, the limit 
. rrkEAU{i} >..kj 
dAu{i},A'u{i'} = ~1m IT ).. 
J_.oo kEA'U{i'} kj (8) 
exists (possibly with the value oo ). Define 
B = {(A,i) E A: dAu{i},A'u{i'} > 0 for all (A',i') E A}. 
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Condition (8) implies that 
where 
l . * 
_1m PAi" J->00 J * PAil (9) 
P~i = (II /1-k)/( L dA'U{i'},AU{i} II /1-k), (A, i) E B (10) 
kEA (A' ,i')EB kEA' 
and P~i equals 0 otherwise. 
Denote by C the subset of A consisting of all (A, i) such that A U { i} is a 
minimal cut set. Then we have B ~C. To see this, suppose AU {i} ¢:.C. If K is 
a minimal cut set in AU { i} we have 
dAu{i},K = ~im IT Akj = 0. 
J->oo kE(AU{i})-K 
This also shows that it is sufficient to assume the existence of dK K' for minimal 
' 
cut sets K·, K'. To get more insight into the convergence of the Ai/s we look at 
two examples. The first example shows that in some cases we must necessarily 
have that B is a proper subset of C. 
Example 1 Consider a system having minimal cut sets K 1 , K 2 , ... , K 6 equal to 
(1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (1, 5), (2, 3) and (3, 4, 5), respectively. Assuming that the first 
five minimal cuts sets have positive d values mutually, it is seen that dK6 ,K; = 0, 
i=1,2, ... ,5. 
Example 2 Assume that we can write Aij = a? Ai, where Ci is a positive con-
stant, 
~im ai = 0 
J->00 
and the )..i 's are positive and not depending on j. For example, consider a system 
having component 1 in series with a parallel system comprising components 2 and 
3. Then if c1 = 1 and c2 = c3 = 1/2, the convergence rates of the unavailability 
of the two minimal cut sets {1} and {2, 3} have the same magnitude: aj, noting 
that the unavailability of the parallel system is approximately proportional to 
A2jA3j = a}l2 >..2a}l2 A3 = aj)..2)..3· 
For each (~, i) define an associated convergence rate value CAi by 
and let M be defined by 
CAi = L Ck, 
kEAU{i} 
M = min(A,i)EA{ CAi}· 
If Ci = 1 for all i, then M equals the number of components in the smallest cut 
set. 
We see that 
B ={(A, i) E A: CAi = M}. 
We also see that we can write {10} in the following form 
P~i = (>..i II Ak!J-k)/( L Ai1 II Ak!J-k), (A, i) E B. 
kEA (A',i')EB kEA' 
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0 
Define 
i=l 
We are now ready to formulate the main results of this paper. 
Theorem 1 If Aij ---+ 0 as j ---+ oo for all i, condition {8) holds, and if Gi has 
the NBU property for all i, then 
where 
p(y) L p~Jl:i(Y) (11) 
(A,i)EB 
Gi(Y) II c:(y), (A, i) E B (12) 
kEA 
and P'A.i is given by ( 10) for (A, i) E B and equals 0 otherwise. 
Theorem 2 Under the same conditions as stated in Theorem 1, we have 
~im Hrj(y) = p(y), r = 1, 2, .... 
J-+00 
Remark 1 It is seen from the proofs in the next section that the conclusion of 
the above theorems holds true if either the NB U assumption for component i holds 
or the repair times of component i are bounded by a finite constant. In fact, it 
suffices to require that 
sup{E[Ri1JRi1 > t]- t} 
t>O 
is bounded fori= 1, 2, ... , n. 
Remark 2 Let HK:k (y) denote the asymptotic (steady state) downtime distribu-
tion of the minimal cut set Kk (when this set of components is seen in isola-
tion). This distribution has the form {1) with the component set Kk in place 
of {1, 2, ... , n}. Now, if we approximate Aij by Aij = Aij/-Li, i.e. we replace 
1/(1 + Aij/-Li) by 1, and we replace dK,K' by IIkEK Akj/ IIkEK' Akj, it can be shown 
that 
ko ' ( ) "' /\Kk,j H* ( ) 
p y = ~ 2::7~1 AKz,j Kk y ' 
where AKk,j is the asymptotic (steady state) failure rate of the minimal cut set Kk 
given by 
AKd = L Aij II Arj = ( L 1/ /-Li) II Arj· 
iEKk rEKk-{i} iEKk rEKk 
This formula for p(y) is often used in applications, cf. [2]. To see that p(y) 
has this form, we first note that ( 10) also holds true with C in place of B, and 
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the denominator in {10) with B replaced by C multiplied by IIkEAU{i} Akj can be 
written 
ko 
2:: Ai1j II Akj/-Lk = L 2:: Aij( II Alj/-Ll) 
(A' ,i')EC kEA' k=l iEKk lEKk-{i} 
ko ko 
= 2:: 2:: J-Li 1 ( IT Azj/-Lz) = 2:: AKk)· 
k=I 
Using this we obtain by rewriting (11) 
ko 
p(y) = 2:: 2:: PCKk-{i})iHCKk-{i})i(Y) 
k=l iEKk 
ko ko 
(1/ 2:: AK;,j) 2:: 2:: J-Li 1( IT AzjJ-Lz)H(Kk-{i})i(Y) 
i=l k=l iEKk lEKk 
ko ko 
(1/ 2:: AK;,j) 2:: AKk,j{ 2:: J-Li 1 I 2:: /-L;:- 1 }H(Kk-{i})JY) 
i=l k=l iEKk rEKk 
ko ko 
(1/ 2:: AK;,j) 2:: AKk.)H;;k (y), 
i=l k=l 
which proves the assertion. 
4 Proofs 
We will prove the above theorems by first formulating and proving some lemmas. 
Refer to Sections 2 and 3 for definitions and assumptions. 
Consider the renewal process T1 , T2 , ... with corresponding counting process 
N!(t), where T1 is the first time the system functions perfectly after the first 
system failure, etc. We denote by Ni the number of system failures in the ith 
renewal cycle, and by Zi the number of system failures resulting in downtimes 
exceeding y. Let Z(t) = 2:~(:) I(Yi > y), where Yi denotes the downtime of the 
ith system failure. Remember that by definition Hj(y, t) denotes the downtime 
distribution of the system at time t and 
Lemma 1 We have 
. 
Hj(y) = lim Hj(y, t). 
t->oo 
k 
lim (1/k) 2:: Hij(y) 
k->oo i=l 
(13) 
(14) 
Proof. In Section 2, see formulae (5) and (6), expressions are given for Aj(t), the 
average occurrence rate at time t, and its limit Aif>j. It is seen that the counting 
process Z(t) has average occurrence rate equal to 
Hj(y, t)A.j(t). 
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Thus 
and it follows by using L'Hospital's rule that 
Then by considering (N+(t), Z(t)) and (N+(t), N(t)) as renewal reward processes 
with Zi, Ni as the rewards in the ith cycle of N+(t), we obtain (cf. [12, 14]) 
and result (13) is proved. 
To prove (14), we first note 0::::7=1 Zi)/('L-7=1 Ni) converges to EiZI/ EiNl al-
most surely by the strong law of large numbers. Clearly, (1/k) L-7=1 I(Yi > y) 
has the same limit. The conclusion follows by using (13) and the bounded con-
vergence theorem. 
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Remark 3 Let BAi(t) denote the event that a system failure occurs at t and the 
failure is of type (A, i). Let Y be a random variable representing the downtime if 
a system failure occurs and let HAij(·, t) denote the distribution ofY given BAi(t), 
z.e. 
HAij(y, t) = Pj(Y:::; yiBAi(t)). 
Then it is not difficult to see by following the lines of the proof of Lemma 1 that 
HAij (y) defined by 
satisfies 
--n:ij(y) 
k 
lim (1/k) LHAilj(y) 
k-+oo l=l 
where NAil and ZAil denote the number of system failures of type (A, i) and the 
number of system failures of type (A, i) with downtime larger than y in the first 
renewal cycle, respectively, and HAilj(y) denotes the downtime distribution of the 
lth downtime of type (A, i). Refer to the appendix for a proof of the existence of 
the limit HAij (y). 
Lemma 2 Provided Gi has the NBU property for all i, then the probability qi(t) 
of at least one component failure during the downtime associated with a system 
failure occurring at t under Pj satisfies qi(t) :::; J...j{t, where [L = 'L-7=1 J.Li· This 
inequality holds true also if qi(t) is conditional on the history of X up to timet. 
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Proof. Now suppose the system fails at time t. Let J denote the number of 
component failures until all components are again functioning for the first time, 
and let S1 denote the time to the first component failure. Furthermore, let Ri(t) 
denote the remaining repair time of component i at time t (put Ri(t) = 0 if 
component i is functioning at time t). Finally, let V = maxiRi(t) (for simplicity 
we omit the index t) and let Lj(v) denote the distribution function of V under 
Pi. Then we obtain by using the inequality 1- e-x :::; x 
qi(t) < Pi(J 2: 1) = fooo Pi(J 2: 1IV = v)dLi(v) 
hoo Pj(S1 < v)dLj(v) :::; fooo (1- e->.iv)dLj(v) 
< ).i hoo vdLi(v) = 5.iEiV:::; 5.iEi ~Ri(t) 
< )..ijj (15) 
The last inequality in (15) follows from the NBU property of the Gis. We see 
that the argumentation is not depending on the information available up to time 
t. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
0 
For each (A, i) E A, introduce the structure function <I>Ai by <I>Ai(xAu{i}) 
<I>(l(Au{i})'XAu{i})· Thus <I>Ai is the restriction of <I> to the components in the set 
A U { i}. The structure function <I> Ai is derived from <I> by assuming the com-
ponents not included in A U { i} are functioning. Let Y' be the time until a 
system with <I> Ai as structure function is functioning after having failed at time t, 
provided that the components are repaired according to the distributions Gf3k(t) 
except component i, which is repaired according to Gi, and provided that the 
components can not fail again after having been repaired. Introduce 
H~ij(y, t) = Pj(Y':::; YIBAi(t)). 
Since Y' is related to a situation where the components can not fail, we see that 
if AU { i} is a minimal cut set, then 
where the second equality is given by definition, cf. (12). 
Lemma 3 If Gi has the NBU property for all i, then 
IHAij(y,t)-H~ij(y,t)l < Ajjj 
IH~ij(y)- H~i(Y)I < Ajjj, (A, i) E C. 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
Proof. Let qAij(t) denote the probability of at least one component failure during 
the downtime of the system following after a system failure of type (A, i) taking 
place at timet. Then using Lemma 2 we get 
HAij(y, t)- 5.jjj < HAij(y, t)- qAij(t) 
< Pi((Y > y) n (no component fails in (t, t + y])IBAi(t)) 
< H~ij(y, t) :::; H AiAY, t). 
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and (17) is proved. The inequality (18) follows by letting t ---* oo and using (17) 
and (16). Observe that if (A, i) E C then AU { i} is a minimal cut set. It follows 
from the appendix that HAij(y) exists. 
0 
Lemma 4 If Aij ---* 0 as j ---* oo and Gi satisfies the NBU property for all i, then 
~im sup(IHlj(y)- Hrj(y)l) = 0. 
J-+00 T 
Proof. The consequtive visits of the process X to the best state (1, 1, ... , 1) 
generates a regenerative process with a sequence of "success cycles" (no system 
failures) and then a "failure cycle" (at least one system failure). Clearly the 
downtime distribution of the first downtime is identical for each failure cycle. 
Denoting by Dr the event that the rth system failure is the first one in a failure 
cycle, we therefore have 
for any r 2: 1. It follows that 
But if the 'rth system failure is not the first one in a renewal cycle, then at least 
one component failure must occur during the (r- 1)th downtime of the system, 
and hence by Lemma 2 we have 
Letting j ---* oo the conclusion follows. 
0 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. 
We obtain by applying Lemmas 3 and 4 
~im L P~iiH~ii(y) 
J-+oo (A,i)EA 
~im H~(y) = 
J-+00 J 
L P~i ~im ~ij (y) 
(A,i)EB J-+oo 
L P~i~i(Y) 
(A,i)EB 
+ L P~i ~im [H~ii(y)- H~i(y)] 
J -+00 (A,i)EB 
L P~iH~i(Y) = p(y). 
(A,i)EB 
The conclusions of the theorem follow. 
0 
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Proof of Theorem 2. 
For any j and k we have 
IHij(y)- p(y)l 
k 
~ IHij(y)- (1/k) l:Hij(Y)I 
i=l 
k 
+1(1/k) LHij(y)- H;(Y)I + IJ0(y)- p(y)l 
i=l 
k 
~sup IHij(y)- Hrj(Y)I + 1(1/k) LHij(y)- H;(Y)I 
r i=l 
+IH;(y)- p(y)l. 
Now by taking the limit ask-+ oo we obtain by Lemma 1 that 
IH1j(y)- p(y)l ~ sup IH1j(y)- Hrj(Y)I 
r 
+IH;(y)- p(y)l. 
The conclusion of the theorem for r = 1 now follows by letting j -+ oo and 
using Theorem 1 and Lemma 4. Applying Lemma 4 once more, we see that the 
conclusion holds for general r. 
D 
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Appendix 
In this ap~endix we argue that the asymptotic limit HA.i(Y) exists (we omit the 
index j). We consider the process X( s) starting at t, given that a failure of type 
(A, i) has taken place at t. 
We define probability measures Pt, t > 0, and P* as follows: Under Pt the 
first downtime distribution of component k is given by the forward recurrence 
time Gf3k(t) for k E A, and Gi for k = i. The first uptime distribution is given 
by the forward recurrence time in the functioning state Ff3k(t) for k E A U { i}. 
Afterwards, the uptime and downtime distributions are Fk and Gk. Under P*, 
F 13k(t), G f3k(t) are replaced by the steady state distributions Fk,, G'k, respectively. 
Clearly, Pt is a measure describing the probabilistic behaviour of the process from 
timet onwards, given that the system fails at timet, and given that the type of 
failure is (A, i). Now clearly HAi(Y, t) = Pt(Y ::::; y) and it is intuitively obvious 
that the limit of this probability as t---+ oo equals P*(Y ::::; y). Below we give a 
formal proof of this result. Note that since 
H(y, t) = L PAi(t)HAi(y, t), 
(A,i)EA 
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the existence of HA.i (y) also ensures that H* (y) exists. The proof is assuming 
that the convolutions Fk * Gk are not lattice. 
Now, let Tm,1, Tm,2, ... be the interarrival times for events (failure times, com-
pletion of repairs) in the mth component process. Put Sm,k = 2:~=1 Tm,r· For 
m = (m1, · · ·, mk) with mr E {1, ... , n} define Bm,y as the event that the first 
k events in the process affect components in the ordered sequence m1 , ... , mk, 
and that the kth event takes place before y. The event Bm,y can be described 
formally as follows: Put Nr = 2:[=1 I(ml = mr)· Then Nr equals the number of 
events affecting component mr among the first r events. We then have 
Bm,y = (Sm1,N1 < Sm2,N2 < ... < Smk,Nk < 1~~~n sm,l+2:~=1 I(mz=m))n(Smk,Nk :::; y). 
With this representation it is seen that Bm,y can be regarded as a Borel subset 
of a Eucledian space, namely R(k+l)n. We can equip this space with probability 
measures Vt and v representing restrictions of Pt and P* respectively as follows: 
Vt - v1 X v2 X · • · Vt(k+l)n 
- t t ' 
h (m-1)(k+l)+r f - 1 - 1 k 1 · d fi d h b b"l" w ere vt or m - , ... , n, r - , ... , + 1s e ne as t e pro a 1 1ty 
measure corresponding to the distribution 
G f3rn(t) 
Fm 
Gm 
Gi 
Ff3rn(t) 
Fm 
Gm 
if m E A and r = 1 
if m E A and r is even 
if m E A and r is odd, r > 1 
for m = i, r = 1, otherwise as above if m = i, r > 1 
if mE AU {i} and r = 1 
if mE Au {i},r odd,r > 1 
if m E A U { i}, r even. 
The measure v = v1 x · · · x v(k+1)n is defined analogously. 
Now Vt -t v in distribution, noting that Ff3k(t) -t Fk, and Gf3k(t) -t G'k. The 
set Bm,y has an interior and a closure defined by using only < and :::; signs. We 
claim that its boundary therefore has v measure 0. To see this, note that the 
boundary is contained in the set corresponding to the event 
(Si1.m1 = Si2,mJ U · · · U (Sik_ 1 ,mk_1 = Sik,mJ U (Sik,mk = y) U 
(Sikmk =min{S.,~k I("-"')+I: i' E {1,2, ... ,n}}). 
' z '61=1 Zz-Z 
Here we may have (ir, mr) = (i, 1) for some r, and then Sir,mr has the distribution 
Gi which is possibly non-continuous. However, the other variables Si,,m1 with 
l =j:. r are continuous under v, so the set has v measure 0, as asserted. It follows 
that Vt(Bm,y) -t v(Bm,y), cf. [5], p. 329. 
Now let D be the family of sets of the form Bm,y for which Smk,Nk is the 
end of the downtime Y. The sets in D can be ordered by ordering the vectors 
m according to their dimension, and for instance lexicographically within each 
group of vectors with equal dimension. We then have (Y :::; y) = U~1 Bm1,y, a 
disjoint union. Hence 
00 
Pt(Y:::; y) = L Pt(Bm1,y) 
l=l 
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and similarly for P*. To prove that Pt (Y ~ y) converges to P* (Y ~ y) it remains 
to find a finite subunion which approximates (Y ~ y) uniformly under all Pt as 
well as under P*. 
Denote by Cm the number of events in the mth component process occurring 
before y, and let C = E~=l Cm. Note that C > Mn implies Cm > M for at least 
one m. Hence Pt(C > Mn) ~ E~=l Pt(Cm > M). This quantity approaches 
0 as M increases, and a uniform bound for all t, which applies also to P*, can 
be obtained by replacing the distributions Gf3.,.(t) and a:n by a point mass at 0. 
Thus given E > 0, there exists a c0 such that for c ~ c0 we have Pt(C > c) ~ E 
for all t and P*(C >c)~ E. Define 
The desired conclusion follows by observing that for c ~ c0 we have 
as t ~ oo. 
jP*(Y ~ y)- Pt(Y ~ y)j ~ jP*(Y ~ y)- P*(Bc)l 
+IP*(Bc)- Pt(Bc)l + IPt(Bc)- Pt((Y ~ y)j 
~ 2E + jP*(Bc)- Pt(Bc)l ~ 0 
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